MoU SIGNED BETWEEN NITIE ALUMNI (PGDIE XXVII) WITH NITIE FOR SETTING UP ENDOWMENT FUND FOR “INNOVATION @ NITIE”

A team of PGDIE XXVII visited NITIE on 3.1.2020 and had a detailed interactive session with NITIE team led by Director on setting up of endowment fund to promote “Innovation @ NITIE”. The objectives set forth are to encourage the current batch of students “1st and 2nd year” of the various programmes to;

i) Generate innovative ideas
ii) Translate from concept to prototype and
iii) Establish a responsible eco-system which will enable students to succeed in their endeavor.

The PGDIE XXVII batch students have committed an initial fund of Rs. 10.00 lakhs with a matching support from the Institute. Interest on this will be used for soliciting, selecting and supporting to ideas which will be identified and selected through a team of experts.

This initiative is very well appreciated by the Institute and look forward to create a good vibrant innovative eco-system at NITIE.